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Cessna 210 

The Cessna 210 Centurion is a six-seat, high-performance, retractable-gear, single-engine, 
high-wing general aviation aircraft which was first flown in January 1957. NatureWings has 5 
Cessna 210s which are frequently used by NatureFriend Safaris’ Fly-In programs. 

Aircraft Specifications 

 Cessna 210 

 1 pilot 

 Max. 4 passengers (based on 2 male passengers with an average weight of 90kg  

and 2 female passengers with an average weight of 70kg each) 

 Luggage restrictions 

NatureFriend Safaris Fly-In Programs are customized tours including charter flights 

throughout to various luxury lodges within Namibia, Botswana and Zimbabwe. 

INCLUDES EXCLUDES 

Aircraft Strong fuel price increases 

Pilot State-imposed taxes / duties 

Accommodation and meals for the pilot Extreme exchange rate fluctuations 

Onboard Bottled Water ONLY. (Onboard 
catering can be order at an additional 
cost) 

Any costs, which may occur due to a 
diversion or delays of the flights due to 
weather conditions, for safety reasons and 
personal reasons of the passengers 

Landing Fees   

Fuel  

Taxes  
En-route Fees  
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Terms & Conditions 

Please note that all prices are indicative only and subject to change. 

Quotations are subject to aircraft and crew availability when the booking  

LUGGAGE SPECIFICATIONS 

For small plane transfers, there is a strict weight and size restriction for luggage for the 

following reasons: 

1. The aircraft is built for a maximum body and baggage weight. 

2. The space for the storage of luggage is limited. 

Please be advised that the default luggage restriction is 15 kg SOFT luggage per person on 

the light aircraft flights, including hand luggage. This might increase or decrease based on the 

itinerary (landing strips length and altitude) and number of clients in aircraft. It all depends on 

“weight and balance” and is adhered to in order to ensure maximum safety for our 

passengers. The size of each piece of luggage should NOT exceed the following dimensions: 

Max. luggage size per person (incl. hand luggage): 300mm x 700mm x 360mm 

Only soft luggage is allowed (hard-shell cases cannot be transported). Please note that the 

luggage compartment in the small aircraft is only 25cm high and pilots often have to adjust 

their pockets slightly to stow them. 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

The airline is not liable for delays or increased costs incurred due to unforeseeable 

circumstances: 

1. Weather-related flight deviations and / or delays 

2. Plan deviations for safety reasons, mechanical disturbances or similar 

In the event of technical difficulties, NatureWings reserves the right to exchange the aircraft 

for another type of aircraft of similar size and engine power. 

Please inform us in advance if one or more passengers are pregnant at the time of travel 
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GENERAL FLIGHT DETAILS 

The flight duration is usually not more than 60 minutes. Longer flights can take up to 2h30. 

Departures are scheduled one day in advance for shared flight transfers by charter airlines, 

which means we cannot predict the final flight times. The camp managers inform the guests in 

the evening before camp change / departure. In general, transfers are in the mornings after 

check-out at the lodge, so you do not miss any activities. 

It is possible that the flights stop up to three times on the way to pick up or deliver other 

passengers. 

In private safaris, the times are flexible in principle. (Weather-related changes may occur - 

especially in the rainy season and the flyers are only allowed to fly in brightness) 

The latest departure time is at the discretion of the pilot. The pilot will always and timely 

inform you about possible delays and the estimated travel and arrival time. 

Travel beginning: We, NatureWings, start our flight safaris either directly after arrival of the 

passengers at Hosea Kutako International Airport. Alternatively, (if passengers spend a night 

in Windhoek, for example), the flight safari starts at Windhoek Eros Airport. In this case, 

customers will be picked up by a NatureWings employee at their accommodation in 

Windhoek and taken to Eros Airport in time for departure. 

CANCELLATION POLICY 

In order to confirm a booking – 20% non-refundable deposit is required 

More than 8 weeks’ notice - non-refundable deposit of 20% forfeited 

Less than 8 weeks’ notice - deposit plus 25% 

Less than 4 weeks’ notice - 50% 

Less than 3 weeks’ notice - 60% 

Less than 2 weeks’ notice - 100% 

 


